
A man walks into a bar and tells the bartender that he will lend him 
$1000 if the bartender would give him back $950 in five years. Sounds 
like a joke but that is exactly what is happening across the globe. On 
January 29th, the Bank of Japan adopted zero interest rates for the first time ever. Starting Feb 16th the 
Bank of Japan will apply a rate of negative 0.1% to excess reserves deposited at the bank. 

This is not just happening in Japan but also across Europe. The 5-year bond rates are negative in France, 
Germany, Sweden, Netherlands, and Switzerland. Spain and Italy are on the verge of going negative as well. 
Currently, the 5-year U.S. Treasury is looking mighty attractive at 1.13%. 

More astounding is that as you move further out on the yield curve it is a race to the bottom. The German 
10 year is trading at 18 basis points and the Japanese 10 year at 1 basis point. It is like watching Pac-Man 
gobble yields and continue to move out the yield curve.
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The effects have been startling and disruptive. U.S. Treasury yields are plummeting and equity markets are 
retreating. Negative rates are proving to be de-stabilizing. As oil moves lower sovereign wealth funds are 
liquidating assets. This is having a tightening effect in the market. It’s a circuitous loop, more debt trades 
at negative yields, stocks go down, oil goes down, China forex reserves go down and sovereign wealth 
funds sell assets. And finally treasury rates go down because low returns are better than negative returns.

As with all turbulent markets, stocks will eventually find a bottom somewhere and treasuries will sell off. 
The question is: from where? Right now bulls are hoping for a double bottom on the S&P around 1810-
1818. The stock market is “heavy” and the bearish case is gaining traction. We believe this will keep the 
bid for bonds strong but a tactical approach to fixed income will be needed to navigate this interest rate 
environment. 
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